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Brief Communication

FOOTPRINT EVIDENCE – THE LONDON TRACKWAY
Cliff Barackman*
Portland, OR 97220
ABSTRACT. In February, 2012 a long line of large human-like footprints was found in the muddy lakebed of
Cottage Grove Reservoir near the unincorporated town of London, OR. Many of the footprints were cast, and
numerous measurements were obtained from the site. An analysis of the collected casts and measurements has
given more insight into the trackmaker. The inferred gait of the trackmaker is consistent with other purported
sasquatch trackways in step length and lack of straddle. Anatomical features of the foot can be inferred from
observations of the casts, such as toe stems, fat pads, underlying bone structure, and possibly toe nails. The
spontaneity and natural way the trackway seems to have been laid down supports the hypothesis that it was made by
a wild primate as of yet still unrecognized by science. Further analysis is needed to evaluate this hypothesis.
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On Sunday, February 12, 2012, Max Roy, of
Eugene, OR, walking his dog, happened upon
some large (38cm) human-like footprints near
the shore of Cottage Grove Lake outside the
unincorporated town of London, OR. He
returned the next day to take photographs of
the prints (Fig 1.). The first four footprints
were found on a muddy berm above the
lakebed. When initially discovered, the prints
were reportedly in excellent condition, but in
the interval before they were photographed,
precipitation had filled the footprints and
slightly distorted their previously crisp shape.
Word of this find passed through several
people until it finally reached me on
Wednesday, February 15, 2012. I instructed
another researcher, Toby Johnson (Eugene,
OR) how to cast these footprints. The next
morning I received an excited call from
Johnson telling me there were over 100
footprints previously overlooked in the muddy
lakebed nearby. During the winter, the Army
Corps of Engineers lowers the lake level,

exposing more than 100m of muddy substrate.
The additional footprints traced a path through
this muddy sediment and adjacent sandy
banks.
After arriving at the site that evening,
another investigator, Chris Minniear and I cast
72 of the 122 footprints available1 (Fig. 2).
Over the next few days, other researchers,
including Toby Johnson, Beth Heikkinen,
Thom Powell, Guy Edwards and others visited
the site and cast more than two dozen
additional footprints from the trackway.
Though the study of these footprints is still
ongoing, a number of interesting findings can
now be presented. These observations derive
from the photographs of the footprints
themselves in the ground, a collection of
measurements of prints and gait taken at the
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site by several investigators, and a close
examination of the resulting footprint casts,
including three-dimensional scans of a
selection of casts carried out at the Idaho
Virtualization Laboratory on the campus of
Idaho State University, Pocatello, ID (Fig. 3
and 4).
The location of the track find fits the
description of the habitat commonly
associated with sasquatch encounters (Fig. 5).
The surrounding area is thickly forested, with
mixed fir and cedar being the predominant
tree species. Immediately adjacent to the
trackway location are two marshes through
which small creeks drain into the larger
reservoir. While there are a few houses nearby,
there is ample space for large mammals to
move about freely with little chance of being
seen, especially at night.
The trackway itself gives some insight into
the way the trackmaker walked. The inferred
gait is very atypical of the way humans walk,
and is consistent with previous purported
sasquatch track finds and observation by
eyewitnesses. It has long been noted that when
striding across the substrate, sasquatch
trackways show little straddle, i.e., the feet fall
in a narrow line, as if tight-rope walking.
The typical step length (measured from a
fixed point in one footprint to the same point
on the next contralateral footprint) averaged
114.5cm. The shortest measured step was
83.8cm, while the longest was 137.2cm,
giving a range of 53.3cm. While it is possible
for a human to replicate this step length, it
would be exceedingly difficult to do so while
wearing some sort of over-sized prosthetic and
traversing a variety of substrates for nearly
150m. The aforementioned lack of straddle in
the trackway would only serve to increase the
difficulty of reproducing this trackway.
The individual footprints were clearly
defined in the soft mud of the lakebed, and the
resulting casts preserved most, if not all, of
this detail. Many details, such as foot shape
and striations on the toes, are consistent from
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foot to foot. For example, striations on the
second digit of the right foot are consistent in
shape in each right print. Those on various left
toes are consistent from left foot to left foot,
but different from the right foot. Such
consistency might be indicative of a static
feature of the foot such as toe nails. There is
also a possibility that such a feature could
indicate an artifact of a fake prosthetic making
the prints, such as wood grain or a roughly
carved toe outline, but other details seen in the
casts do not lend support to this possibility.
Many of the footprints are very cleanly
defined. A bulge along the lateral edge of the
foot apparently indicates the tuberosity of the
fifth metatarsal. It is more distally positioned
than in human feet. This foot anatomy and its
implications have been evaluated by both
Krantz (1972, 1999) and Meldrum (2004,
2006, 2007). This relative anterior position in
the underlying moidfoot bone structure is the
result of the elongated heel segment of the
foot. This same heel elongation can be
observed in both the Patterson/Gimlin film, as
well as a number of examples of footprint
casts, such as the Bossburg cripple foot.
Some preliminary calculations further
illustrate this distinction in proportion of foot
segments. Five examples of human footprints
(including the footprint of a person standing
2.2m) and five examples from the London
trackway, indicated that the bulge on the
lateral side of the foot, corresponding to the
base of the fifth metatarsal, was on average
33% of the length of the foot from the heel in
humans, while it was 43% of the length in the
London trackway casts. The proportions of the
foot skeleton have been modified in a useful
biomechanical redesign necessary to support a
more massive biped.
In nearly every footprint example, the toes
impressed more deeply than any other part of
the foot. Three toes were consistently visible
in the vast majority of the prints, although
there were many examples with four and five
toes evident. The prominence of toes 1–3
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suggests that the trackmaker used its medial
toes in a tridactyl grasping manner when
walking through the muddy lakebed. The
greater depth of the toe imprints compared to
the shallow heel imprint seems consistent with
recent research suggesting this is a normal
product of a flat-footed bent-knee compliant
gait, as the sasquatch reportedly employs.
Many of the tracks show striations on the
toes prints. The striations are consistent from
footprint to footprint, and on respective toe
imprints. In many of the casts, the striations
only extend for about half or a little more the
toe print depth, while the part of the toe
impressed deeper is smooth and nicely
rounded (Fig. 6). Still other casts show what
appears to be a cleanly defined edge to the
overhanging part of the presumed toe nail
(Fig. 7).
In other casts the striations are not all
parallel, suggesting independent toe flexion
(Fig. 8). In a rigid prosthetic, all toes would be
connected and would necessarily all share the
same vectors when making the striations,
whether they were made on the initial
impression or the pull-out. This simply is not
the case with the observed toe impressions, so
it is unlikely that such a false foot could have
been used to fabricate the footprints.
The casts exhibit some evidence of a thick
sole pad, as has been hypothesized for the
bottom of the sasquatch foot (Cachel, 1985;
Krantz, 1999). As the foot presses into the
substrate, the fat pad on the bottom of the foot
and toes would expand outwards. As the foot
is lifted from the impression, the fat pad
would rebound and contract inwards. This
may leave a slight overhang to the sidewalls
of the impression, if the conditions of the
substrate were appropriate. This so-called
“mushroom effect” can be seen in at least one
of the London casts. In cast number 6 (the 41st
print in the trackway) the third, fourth, and
fifth digits all show this overhanging sidewall
(Fig. 9).
The toe stems are plainly visible in several
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of the footprints (Figs. 10 and 11). There is a
nicely rounded contour extending between the
digital pads at the toe tips and the ball of the
foot, clearly indicating the stems of toes.
There are other examples of independent toe
movement and flexibility. On many of the
casts, it is quite clear that individual digits
impressed deeper in some footprints than in
other prints. This is evident when one
compares the differences in depth between the
various toes from cast to cast (Fig. 12).
At one point in the trackway (cast 17), the
creature seems to have slipped. A long, sliding
impression measured 61cm long and 10cm
wide where the left footprint was expected to
be, according to the pattern of step lengths
(Figs. 13 and 14). Immediately adjacent to the
right of this streak was a disturbance in the
ground where I interpret the right foot touched
down briefly, in order to steady the
trackmaker. Just ahead of this streak and to
the right were two footprints, a right and a left,
that were imprinted close together. The angle
between the right and left footprint is
approximately 150 degrees. The next footprint
was a right print that was more than a meter
away. I interpret this as the trackmaker
spinning around clockwise as it regained its
balance before continuing its trek across the
muddy flat (Fig. 15). This acrobatic feat
would seem nearly impossible for any hoaxer
wearing large prosthetic feet. Perhaps this
slippage partly explains the deep grasping
action by the medial toes in many of the
footprints.
The extent of the London trackway, and its
thorough documentation, provide a rare
opportunity to examine the locomotor
behavior attributed to sasquatch, and will
afford extensive quantitative analysis of this
trace evidence. There are many preliminary
aspects that suggest that it was not faked, and
was in fact left by a living biped, i.e.
sasquatch. The species remains unrecognized
by science, but the London trackway seems
consistent with the accumulated data that
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suggest that sasquatch exist. The inferred gait,
footprint morphology, and biomechanics, all
suggest that the trackway was laid down
naturally and spontaneously by a living
creature. The toes seem to have been acting
independently of each other as they impressed
or withdrew from the substrate, strongly
reducing the probability of the tracks being
made by a rigid prosthetic foot. Subtle details,

such as toe stems and the effects of expanding
fat pads on the bottom of the feet, are visible
in the prints and casts. All of the above run
counter to a hoax and indicate the footprints
were genuine. Whether the London trackway
truly represents the spoor of an unrecognized
species of higher primate in North America
may be resolved through further analysis of
these data.
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Figure 1a. A portion of the London trackway (credit Max Roy).
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Figure 1b. Close-up of a print from the London trackway (credit Max Roy).
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Figure 2. Casting the footprints in the London trackway.
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Figure 3. A sample of the casts were scanned to produce 3-D images (credit: Idaho
Virtualization Laboratory).
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Figure 4. Varying perspectives of a 3-D model of a scanned representative cast (credit: Idaho
Virtualization Laboratory).
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Figure 5. Satellite map of Cottage Grove Lake north of London, OR (labelled A).
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Figure 6. Cast 53 exhibiting striations and rounded toe pads (distal view).
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Figure 7. Cast 54 with possible toe nail edges.
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Figure 8. Cast 6 toe impressions with nonparallel striation angle differentiation (distal view).
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Figure 9. Cast 6 with toes pads displaying mushroom effect (distolateral view).
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Figure 10. Cast 29 exhibiting rounded toe stems (oblique proximal view).
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Figure 11. Cast 50 depicting rounded toe stems (oblique lateral view).
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Figure 12. Toe variability evident in Tracks 39, 85, and 97 (top to bottom).
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Figure 13. Slide.
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Figure 14. Slide and two subsequent footprints beyond.
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Figure 15. Track maker apparently slipped and pirouetted around, changing direction of travel.

